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Abstract

Sociolinguistics is often concerned with how

variants of a linguistic item (e.g., nothing vs.

nothin’) are used by different groups or in

different situations. We introduce the task

of inducing lexical variables from code-mixed

text: that is, identifying equivalence pairs such

as (football, fitba) along with their linguis-

tic code (football→British, fitba→Scottish).

We adapt a framework for identifying gender-

biased word pairs to this new task, and present

results on three different pairs of English di-

alects, using tweets as the code-mixed text.

Our system achieves precision of over 70%

for two of these three datasets, and produces

useful results even without extensive parame-

ter tuning. Our success in adapting this frame-

work from gender to language variety suggests

that it could be used to discover other types of

analogous pairs as well.

1 Introduction

Large social media corpora are increasingly used

to study variation in informal written language

(Schnoebelen, 2012; Bamman et al., 2014; Nguyen

et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016). An outstanding

methodological challenge in this area is the bottom-

up discovery of sociolinguistic variables: linguistic

items with identifiable variants that are correlated

with social or contextual traits such as class, regis-

ter, or dialect. For example, the choice of the term

rabbit versus bunny might correlate with audience

or style, while fitba is a characteristically Scottish

variant of the more general British football.

To date, most large-scale social media studies

have studied the usage of individual variant forms

(Eisenstein, 2015; Pavalanathan and Eisenstein,

2015). Studying how a variable alternates be-

tween its variants controls better for ‘Topic Bias’

(Jørgensen et al., 2015), but identifying the rele-

vant variables/variants may not be straightforward.

For example, Shoemark et al. (2017b) used a data-

driven method to identify distinctively Scottish

terms, and then manually paired them with Stan-

dard English equivalents, a labour intensive process

that requires good familiarity with both language

varieties. Our aim is to facilitate the process of

curating sociolinguistic variables by providing re-

searchers with a ranked list of candidate variant

pairs, which they only have to accept or reject.

This task, which we term lexical variable in-

duction, can be viewed as a type of bilingual lexi-

con induction (Haghighi et al., 2008; Zhang et al.,

2017). However, while most work in that area as-

sumes that monolingual corpora are available and

labeled according to which language they belong

to, in our setting there is a single corpus contain-

ing code-mixed text, and we must identify both

translation equivalents (football, fitba) as well as

linguistic code (football→British, fitba→Scottish).

To illustrate, here are some excerpts of tweets from

the Scottish dataset analysed by Shoemark et al.,

with Standard English glosses in italics:1

1. need to come hame fae the football

need to come home from the football

2. miss the fitba

miss the football

3. awwww man a wanty go tae the fitbaw

awwww man I want to go to the football

The lexical variable induction task is challenging:

we cannot simply classify documents containing

fitba as Scottish, since the football variant may also

occur in otherwise distinctively Scottish texts, as

in (1). Moreover, if we start by knowing only a

few variables, we would like a way to learn what

other likely variables might be. Had we not known

1Note that it is hard to definitively say whether tweets
such as these are mixing English and Scots codes, or whether
they are composed entirely in a single Scottish code, which
happens to share a lot of vocabulary with Standard English.



the (football, fitba) variable, we might not detect

that (2) was distinctively Scottish. Our proposed

system can make identifying variants quicker and

also suggest variant pairs a researcher might not

have otherwise considered, such as (football, fit-

baw) which could be learned from tweets like (3).

Our task can also be viewed as the converse of

the one addressed by Donoso and Sanchez (2017),

who proposed a method to identify geographical

regions associated with different linguistic codes,

using pre-defined lexical variables. Also comple-

mentary is the work of Kulkarni et al. (2016), who

identified words which have the same form but dif-

ferent semantics across different linguistic codes;

here, we seek to identify words which have the

same semantics but different forms.

We frame our task as a ranking problem, aim-

ing to generate a list where the best-ranked pairs

consist of words that belong to different linguistic

codes, but are otherwise semantically and syntac-

tically equivalent. Our approach is inspired by

the work of Schmidt (2015) and Bolukbasi et al.

(2016), who sought to identify pairs of words that

exhibit gender bias in their distributional statistics,

but are otherwise semantically equivalent. Their

methods differ in the details but use a similar frame-

work: they start with one or more seed pairs such

as {(he, she), (man, woman)} and use these to ex-

tract a ‘gender’ component of the embedding space,

which is then used to find and rank additional pairs.

Here, we replace the gendered seed pairs with

pairs of sociolinguistic variants corresponding to

the same variable, such as {(from, fae), (football,

fitba)}. In experiments on three different datasets

of mixed English dialects, we demonstrate useful

results over a range of hyperparameter settings,

with precision@100 of over 70% in some cases

using as few as five seed pairs. These results indi-

cate that the embedding space contains structured

information not only about gendered usage, but

also about other social aspects of language, and

that this information can potentially be used as part

of a sociolinguistic researcher’s toolbox.

2 Methods

Our method consists of the following steps.2

Train word embeddings We used the Skip-

gram algorithm with negative sampling (Mikolov

et al., 2013) on a large corpus of code-mixed text

2Code is available at github.com/pjshoemark/

lexvarinduction.

to obtain a unit-length embedding w for each word

in the input vocabulary V .3

Extract ‘linguistic code’ component Using

seed pairs S = {(xi,yi), i = 1 . . . n}, we com-

pute a vector c representing the component of the

embedding space that aligns with the linguistic

code dimension. Both Schmidt and Bolukbasi

et al. were able to identify gender-biased word

pairs using only a single seed pair, defining the

‘gender’ component as c = wshe − whe. How-

ever, there is no clear prototypical pair for dialect

relationships, so we average our pairs, defining

c = 1
n

∑
i
xi −

1
n

∑
i
yi.

4 We experiment with the

number of required seed pairs in §5.

Threshold candidate pairs From the set of all

word pairs in V × V , we generate a set of can-

didate output pairs. We follow Bolukbasi et al.

(2016) and consider only pairs whose embeddings

meet a minimum cosine similarity threshold δ. We

set δ automatically using our seed pairs: for each

seed pair (xi,yi) we compute cos(xi,yi) and set

δ equal to the lower quartile of the resulting set of

cosine similarities.

Rank candidate pairs Next we use c to rank the

remaining candidate pairs such that the top-ranked

pairs are the most indicative of distinct linguis-

tic codes, but are otherwise semantically equiva-

lent. We follow Bolukbasi et al. (2016),5 setting

score(wi,wj) = cos(c,wi −wj).

Filter top-ranked pairs High dimensional em-

bedding spaces often contain ‘hub’ vectors, which

are the nearest neighbours of a disproportionate

number of other vectors (Radovanović et al., 2010).

In preliminary experiments we found that many

of our top-ranked candidate pairs included such

‘hubs’, whose high cosine similarity with the word

vectors they were paired with did not reflect gen-

uine semantic similarity. We therefore discard all

pairs containing words that appear in more than m

of the top-n ranked pairs.6

3In preliminary experiments we also tried CBOW and
FastText, but obtained better output with Skip-gram.

4Bolukbasi et al. (2016) introduced another method to com-
bine multiple seed pairs, using Principal Component Analysis.
We compared it and a variant to our very simple difference
of means method, and found little difference in their efficacy.
Details can be found in the Supplement. All results reported
in the main paper use the method defined above.

5See Supplement for comparison with an alternative scor-
ing method devised by Schmidt (2015).

6The choice of m ∈ {5, 10, 20} and n ∈ {5k, 10k, 20k}
made little difference, although we did choose the best pa-

github.com/pjshoemark/lexvarinduction
github.com/pjshoemark/lexvarinduction


3 Datasets

We test our methods on three pairs of language

varieties: British English vs Scots/Scottish English;

British English vs General American English; and

General American English vs African American

Vernacular English (AAVE). Within each data set,

individual tweets may contain words from one or

both codes of interest, and the only words with a

known linguistic code (or which are known to have

a corresponding word in the other code) are those

in the seed pairs.

BrEng/Scottish For our first test case, we com-

bined the two datasets collected by Shoemark et al.

(2017a), consisting of complete tweet histories

from Aug-Oct 2014 by users who had posted at

least one tweet in the preceding year geotagged to

a location in Scotland, or that contained a hashtag

relating to the 2014 Scottish Independence referen-

dum. The corpus contains 9.4M tweets.

For seeds, we used the 64 pairs curated by Shoe-

mark et al. (2017b). Half are discourse markers or

open-class words (dogs, dugs), (gives, gees) and

half are closed-class words (have, hae), (one, yin).

The full list is included in the Supplement.

BrEng/GenAm For our next test case we re-

created the entire process of collecting data and

seed variables from scratch. We extracted 8.3M

tweets geotagged to locations in the USA from

a three-year archive of the public 1% sample of

Twitter (1 Jul 2013–30 Jun 2016). All tweets were

classified as English by langid.py (Lui and Baldwin,

2012), none are retweets, none contain URLs or

embedded media, and none are by users with more

than 1000 friends or followers. We combined this

data with a similarly constructed corpus of 1.7M

tweets geotagged to the UK and posted between 1

Sep 2013 and 30 Sep 2014.

To create the seed pairs, we followed Shoemark

et al. (2017b) and used the Sparse Additive Genera-

tive Model of Text (SAGE) (Eisenstein et al., 2011)

to identify the terms that were most distinctive to

UK or US tweets. However, most of these terms

turned out to represent specific dialects within each

country, rather than the standard BrEng or GenAm

dialects (we discuss this issue further below). We

therefore manually searched through the UK terms

to identify those that are standard BrEng and dif-

rameters for each language pair: m = 20, n = 20k for
BrEng/Scottish; m = 5, n = 5k for GenAm/AAVE; and
m = 10, n = 5k for BrEng/GenAm.

fer from GenAm by spelling only, and paired each

one with its GenAm spelling variant, e.g. (color,

colour), (apologize, apologise), (pajamas, pyja-

mas). This process involved looking through thou-

sands of words to identify only 27 pairs (listed in

the Supplement), which is a strong motivator for

our proposed method to more efficiently increase

the number of pairs.

GenAm/AAVE While creating the previous

dataset, we noticed that many of the terms identi-

fied by SAGE as distinctively American were actu-

ally from AAVE. To create our GenAm/AAVE seed

pairs, we manually cross-referenced the most dis-

tinctively ‘American’ terms with the AAVE phono-

logical processes described by Rickford (1999).

We then selected terms that reflected these pro-

cesses, paired with their GenAm equivalents, e.g.

(about, bou), (brother, brudda). The full list of

19 open-class and 20 closed-class seed pairs is in-

cluded in the Supplement.

4 Evaluation Procedure

We evaluate our systems using Precision@K, the

percentage of the top K ranked word pairs judged

to be valid sociolinguistic variables. We discard

any seed pairs from the output before computing

precision. Since we have no gold standard transla-

tion dictionaries for our domains of interest, each

of the top-K pairs was manually classified as either

valid or invalid by the first author.

For a pair to be judged as valid, (a) each member

must be strongly associated with one or the other

language variety, (b) they must be referentially,

functionally, and syntactically equivalent, and (c)

the two words must be ordered correctly accord-

ing to their language varieties, e.g. if the seeds

were (BrEng, GenAm) pairs, then the BrEng words

should also come first in the top-K output pairs.

Evaluation judgements were based on the au-

thor’s knowledge of the language varieties in ques-

tion; for unfamiliar terms, tweets containing the

terms were sampled and manually inspected, and

cross-referenced with urbandictionary.com and/or

existing sociolinguistic literature.

Our strict criteria exclude pairs like (dogs, dug)

which differ in their inflection, or (quid, dollar)

whose referents are distinct but are equivalent

across cultures. In many cases it was difficult to

judge whether or not a pair should be accepted,

such as when not all senses of the words were

interchangable, e.g. BrEng/GenAm (folk, folks)
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Figure 1: Precision@100 for various Skip-gram hyperparameter settings.

works for the ‘people’ sense of folk, but not the

adjectival sense: (folk music, *folks music). The

BrEng/GenAm dataset also yielded many pairs of

words that exhibit different frequencies of usage in

the two countries, but where both words are part

of both dialects, such as (massive, huge), (vile, dis-

gusting), and (horrendous, awful). We generally

marked these as incorrect, although the line be-

tween these pairs and clear-cut lexical alternations

is fuzzy. For some applications, it may be desirable

to retrieve pairs like these, in which case the preci-

sion scores we report here are very conservative.

5 Results and Discussion

We started by exploring how the output precision

is affected by the hyperparameters of the word

embedding model: the number of embedding di-

mensions, size of the context window, and mini-

mum frequency below which words are discarded.

Results (Figure 1) show that the context window

size does not make much difference and that the

best scores for each language use a minimum fre-

quency threshold of 50-100. The main variability

seems to be in the optimal number of dimensions,

which is much higher for the BrEng/Scottish data

set than for GenAm/AAVE. Although the preci-

sion varies considerably, it is over 40% for most

settings, which means a researcher would need to

manually check only a bit over twice as many pairs

as needed for a study, rather than sifting through

a much larger list of individual words and trying

to come up with the correct pairs by hand. Results

for BrEng/GenAm are worse than for the other two

datasets, for reasons which become clear when we

look at the output.

Table 1 shows the top 10 generated pairs for

each pair of language varieties, using the best hy-

perparameters for each of the datasets. The top

100 are given in the Supplement. According to

our strict evaluation criteria, many of the output

pairs for the BrEng/GenAm dataset were scored as

incorrect. However, most of them are actually sen-
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Figure 2: Precision@K from K=1 to 300 for each

language variety pair.

sible, and examples of the kinds of grey areas and

cultural analogies (e.g., (amsterdam, vegas), (bbc,

cnn)) that we discussed in §4. These types of pairs

likely predominate because BrEng and GenAm are

both standardized dialects with very little differ-

ence at the lexical level, so cultural analogies and

frequency effects are the most salient differences.

BrEng / Scottish

now / noo
what / whit
wasnt / wis
cant / canny
would / wid
doesnt / disny
cant / cannae
going / gonny
want / wanty
anyone / embdy

BrEng / GenAm

mums / moms
dunno / idk
yeh / yea
shouting / yelling
quid / dollars
learnt / learned
favour / favor
sofa / couch
advert / commercial
adverts / commercials

GenAm / AAVE

the / tha
with / wit
getting / gettin
just / jus
and / nd
making / makin
when / wen
looking / lookin
something / somethin
going / goin

Table 1: Top 10 ranked variables for each language

pair (invalid variables in italics).

To show how many pairs can be identified ef-

fectively, Figure 2 plots Precision@K as a func-

tion of K ∈ {1. . 300}. For BrEng/Scottish and

GenAm/AAVE, more than 70% of the top-100

ranked word pairs are valid. Precision drops off

fairly slowly, and is still at roughly 50% for these

two datasets even when returning 300 pairs.

To assess the contribution of the ‘linguistic code’

component, we compared the performance of our

system with a naı̈ve baseline which does not use

the ‘linguistic code’ vector c at all. Since transla-

tion equivalents such as fitba and football are likely



Baseline Our Method

BrEng / Scottish 0.00 0.71

BrEng / GenAm 0.04 0.32

GenAm / AAVE 0.08 0.74

Table 2: Precision@100 for our method and the

baseline for each language pair.

to be very close to one another in the embedding

space, it is worth checking whether they can be

identified on that basis alone. The baseline ranks

all unordered pairs of words in the vocabulary just

by their cosine similarity, cos(wi,wj). Since this

baseline gives us no indication of which word be-

longs to which language variety, we evaluated it

only on its ability to correctly identify translation

equivalents (i.e. using criteria (a) and (b), see §4),

and gave it a free pass on assigning the variants to

the correct linguistic codes (criterion (c)). Results

are in Table 2. Despite its more lenient evaluation

criteria, the baseline performs very poorly. Perhaps

if we were starting with a pre-defined set of words

from one language variety which were known to

have equivalents in the other, then simply return-

ing their nearest neighbours might be sufficient.

However, in this more difficult setting where we

lack prior knowledge about which words belong to

our codes of interest, an additional signal clearly is

needed.

Finally, we examined how performance depends

on the particular seed pairs we used and the num-

ber of seed pairs. Using the BrEng/Scottish and

GenAm/AAVE datasets, we subsampled between

1 and 30 seed pairs from our original sets. Over

10 random samples of each size, we found sim-

ilar average performance using just 5 seed pairs

as when using the full original sets (see Figure 3).

Performance increased slightly when using only

open-class seed pairs: P@100 rose to 0.77 for Scot-

tish/BrEng and 0.75 for GenAm/AAVE (cf. 0.71

and 0.74 using all the original seed pairs). These

results indicate our method is robust to the number

and quality of seed pairs.

6 Conclusion

Overall, our results demonstrate that sociolinguistic

information is systematically encoded in the word

embedding space of code-mixed text, and that this

implicit structure can be exploited to identify so-

ciolinguistic variables along with their linguistic

code. Starting from just a few seed variables, a
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Figure 3: Mean Precision@K curves for different

sized samples from the original seed pair lists. Each

curve is averaged across 10 random samples of n

seed pairs, for n ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 30}.

simple heuristic method is sufficient to identify a

large number of additional candidate pairs with

precision of 70% or more. Results are somewhat

sensitive to different hyperparameter settings but

even non-optimal settings produce results that are

likely to save time for sociolinguistic researchers.

Although we have so far tested our system only

on varieties of English7, we expect it to perform

well with other pairs of language varieties which

have a lot of vocabulary overlap or are frequently

code-mixed within sentences or short documents,

including code-mixed languages as well as dialects.

This framework may also be useful for identifying

variation across genres or registers.
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Supplementary Information

A Full lists of seed variables used

Tables 1 to 3 list the full sets of seed variables that

were used in our experiments.

BrEng Scottish

alright awright
alright awrite
alright awryt

ball baw
balls baws
bird burd

birds burds
definitely defos

dogs dugs
doing dain
down doon

football fitba
gives gees

gimme gees
going gawn
good gid

grandad granda
grandfather granda

grandpa granda
home hame
house hoose

just jist
old auld

pissed pished
pissing pishing

shit shite
shitty shitey

something suhin
sore sare

thing hing
think hink

tomorrow morra

BrEng Scottish

about aboot
didnt didny

do dae
doesnt doesny

dont deh
dont dini
dont dinny
from fae
have hae
isnt isny

myself masel
myself maself

of ae
off aff
on oan

one wan
one yin
our oor
out oot

thats ats
to tae

too tae
wanna wanty

was wis
with wi
with wae
you yi

your yer
your yir

youre yer
youre yir

yourself yersel

Table 1: BrEng/Scottish seed pairs. Left: open-

class; Right: closed-class.

BrEng GenAm

color colour
coloring colouring

colors colours
colored coloured
favorite favourite

favorites favourites
favorited favourited
behavior behaviour
neighbor neighbour

neighbors neighbours
humor humour
rumor rumour

rumors rumours

BrEng GenAm

apologize apologise
apologized apologised

apologizing apologising
realize realise

realized realised
realizes realises

realizing realising
gray grey

theater theatre
theaters theatres

tire tyre
tires tyres

math maths
pajamas pyjamas

Table 2: BrEng/GenAm seed pairs (all open-class).

GenAm AAVE

brother brova
brother brudda

everybody erbody
everybody errybody

everyday errday
everyday erryday
everyone erryone

everything errthang
everything everythang

hundred hunna
hundred hunnid
hundred hunnit

later lata
nothing nuffin
nothing nuttin
partner partna
partner patna
round roun
thing thang

GenAm AAVE

about bou
about bout
after afta

before befo
dont ont

every erry
for fa
for fah
for fo

that dat
the da

there der
there dere
these deez
these dese
they dey
this dis

to tah
with wid
with witt

Table 3: GenAm/AAVE seed pairs. Left: open-

class; Right: closed-class.

B Comparison of methods

B.1 Alternative methods for extracting

‘linguistic code’ component

In addition to the very simple method presented

in the main paper (which we will refer to here as

MEANSDIFF), we tested two additional methods

for combining multiple seed pairs to identify a sin-

gle ‘linguistic code’ component.

The first is a version of the method Bolukbasi

et al. used in their full debiasing algorithm, which

we call OFFSETSPCA.1 We compute the mean mi

of each seed pair (xi,yi) and the offset vectors

mi − xi and mi − yi. We then apply PCA to the

resulting collection of offsets, and set c equal to

the first principal component. We also consider a

simplere variant, INDIVPCA, wherein we define c

to be the first principal component of the set of all

our individual seed vectors; no pairwise informa-

tion is used.

B.2 Alternative methods for ranking

candidate word pairs

As well as the ranking method that we used

throughout the main paper (which we adopted

from Bolukbasi et al. (2016) and will refer to here

as DIFFSIM), we also tested an alternative rank-

ing method devised by Schmidt (2015). Schmidt’s

1Bolukbasi et al.’s method is more general, and can in
principle be used to extract multi-dimensional subspaces us-
ing equivalency seed sets of any cardinality, not just pairs.
This was not necessary for our application.



method, which we will call REJECT, first ‘rejects’

c from each word wi in a candidate pair, project-

ing wi onto the plane orthogonal to c, as w
(r)
i =

wi − (wi · c)c. It then defines score(wi,wj) as

the ratio between the similarity of the rejected vec-

tors and the originals:
cos(w

(r)
i

,w
(r)
j

)

cos(wi,wj)

B.3 Results of comparison

Table 4 compares the different methods outlined

above for extracting the ‘linguistic code’ compo-

nent and ranking the candidate word pairs. There

is little difference in P@100 between OFFSET-

SPCA, INDIVPCA, and MEANSDIFF except on

the most difficult dataset (BrEng/GenAm), where

INDIVPCA (the only method that doesn’t explic-

itly use pairwise information) fails entirely. DIFF-

SIM and REJECT perform similarly except on the

AAVE/GenAm dataset, providing some evidence

that DIFFSIM is more robust.2

DIFFSIM REJECT

a)
OFFSETSPCA 0.69 0.64

INDIVPCA 0.70 0.65

MEANSDIFF 0.71 0.68

b)
OFFSETSPCA 0.32 0.30

INDIVPCA 0.000 0.000

MEANSDIFF 0.32 0.30

c)
OFFSETSPCA 0.72 0.47

INDIVPCA 0.74 0.45

MEANSDIFF 0.74 0.47

Table 4: Precision@100 for three methods of ex-

tracting the ‘linguistic code’ component crossed

with two methods for ranking candidate word

pairs. a) BrEng/Scottish, b) BrEng/GenAm, c)

GenAm/AAVE

C Output from our system

Tables 8 to 10 display the top-100 ranked vari-

ant pairs generated by our system for each

language pair. Although there are admittedly

some inconsistencies in the kinds of pairs that

were accepted/rejected, our system clearly re-

turned many more clear-cut lexical alternations

for BrEng/Scottish and GenAm/AAVE than for

BrEng/GenAm. That being said, a lot of the

BrEng/GenAm pairs we rejected do accurately

2However, recall that we tuned our embedding hyperpa-
rameters using DIFFSIM; another setting might yield better
results for REJECT.

reflect cultural differences between the UK and

USA.

D Output from baseline

Tables 5 to 7 show the top-10 ranked variant pairs

generated by the simple cosine-similarity baseline

for each language pair. None of these were judged

to be correct.

Rank Variant 1 Variant 2 Cosine similarity

1 umwandlung auftauchen 0.99

2 verificadas contribuyeron 0.99

3 umwandlung angeschaut 0.98

4 benutzer drehte 0.98

5 donnerstag sonntag 0.98

6 auftauchen angeschaut 0.98

7 harryyy ilysssm 0.98

8 irby pensby 0.98

9 erscheint ihrer 0.98

10 dienstag donnerstag 0.98

Table 5: Top 10 generated variables by the baseline

for BrEng/Scottish.

Rank Variant 1 Variant 2 Cosine similarity

1 tmin tmax 1.00

2 clr ksjc 0.99

3 rbngate wpm 0.99

4 pocus hocus 0.98

5 imma ima 0.98

6 klax rmk 0.98

7 soooo sooo 0.98

8 aiko jhene 0.98

9 til till 0.97

10 clr rmk 0.97

Table 6: Top 10 generated variables by the baseline

for BrEng/GenAm.

Rank Variant 1 Variant 2 Cosine similarity

1 clr ksjc 0.99

2 til till 0.99

3 imma ima 0.99

4 trynna tryna 0.98

5 clr rmk 0.97

6 canceled cancelled 0.97

7 plz pls 0.97

8 cus cuz 0.97

9 horrible terrible 0.97

10 ksjc rmk 0.97

Table 7: Top 10 generated variables by the baseline

for GenAm/AAVE.



Rank BrEng Variant Scottish Variant Score

1 now noo 0.54
2 what whit 0.54
3 wasnt wis 0.51
4 cant canny 0.50
5 would wid 0.49
6 doesnt disny 0.47
7 cant cannae 0.47
8 going gonny 0.47
9 want wanty 0.46
10 anyone embdy 0.46
11 wasnt wisny 0.46
12 wrong wrang 0.46
13 yeah aye 0.46
14 into inty 0.46
15 didnt didnae 0.46
16 into intae 0.45
17 im ahm 0.45
18 does disny 0.45
19 wouldnt widnae 0.45
20 was wisny 0.45
21 nothing nuhin 0.45
22 isnt isnae 0.45
23 your yur 0.44
24 wouldnt widny 0.44
25 ive ahve 0.44
26 doesnt disnae 0.44
27 going gonnae 0.43
28 giving geein 0.43
29 dont dinnae 0.43
30 give gie 0.43
31 dont diny 0.42
32 cant cany 0.42
33 cant cani 0.42
34 good guid 0.42
35 before afore 0.42
36 dont dinni 0.42
37 cannot canny 0.41
38 whats whits 0.41
39 gonna gonny 0.41
40 wasnt wisnae 0.41
41 everyone everycunt 0.41
42 going goni 0.41
43 outside ootside 0.41
44 going gon 0.40
45 cant couldnae 0.40
46 fucking fuckin 0.40
47 was wisnae 0.40
48 did didny 0.40
49 anyone anycunt 0.40
50 round roond 0.40

Rank BrEng Variant Scottish Variant Score

51 does disnae 0.40
52 getting gettin 0.40
53 cant cah 0.40
54 cant couldny 0.40
55 being bein 0.40
56 was wasny 0.40
57 yep aye 0.40
58 wasnt wasny 0.40
59 doesnt doesnae 0.39
60 couldnt couldnae 0.39
61 werent wisny 0.39
62 would wouldny 0.39
63 need needty 0.39
64 abt aboot 0.39
65 youd yed 0.39
66 bloody fuckin 0.39
67 tomorrow mora 0.39
68 going goin 0.38
69 what wit 0.38
70 couldnt couldny 0.38
71 dont dinna 0.38
72 did didnae 0.38
73 coming comin 0.38
74 wouldnt wouldnae 0.38
75 birthdayx brer 0.38
76 gonna gonnae 0.38
77 cannot cannae 0.38
78 cant canni 0.38
79 round roon 0.38
80 cant canna 0.38
81 wouldnt wouldny 0.37
82 taking takin 0.37
83 does doesny 0.37
84 ok awright 0.37
85 just jus 0.37
86 well weel 0.37
87 million hunner 0.37
88 anything anythin 0.37
89 someone somecunt 0.37
90 lots hunners 0.37
91 good smashin 0.37
92 cannot cany 0.37
93 kids weans 0.37
94 football fitbaw 0.37
95 stupid stupit 0.37
96 nobody naebody 0.36
97 photos photies 0.36
98 morning mornin 0.36
99 cannot cani 0.36
100 does doesnae 0.36

Table 8: Top 100 generated variant pairs for British English vs Scots/Scottish English. Pairs we accepted

are in bold, and those we rejected are in italics.



] Rank BrEng Variant GenAm Variant Score

1 mums moms 0.65
2 dunno idk 0.65
3 yeh yea 0.64
4 shouting yelling 0.62
5 quid dollars 0.61
6 learnt learned 0.60
7 favour favor 0.57
8 sofa couch 0.56
9 advert commercial 0.56
10 adverts commercials 0.55
11 petrol gas 0.53
12 vile disgusting 0.52
13 grandad grandpa 0.52
14 ure ur 0.52
15 cos cuz 0.52
16 yeh yeahh 0.51
17 shouting screaming 0.49
18 cos cus 0.49
19 favourite fav 0.48
20 honour honor 0.48
21 mummy mommy 0.47
22 windscreen windshield 0.46
23 emirates stadium 0.46
24 grandad uncle 0.46
25 spoilt spoiled 0.45
26 il ill 0.45
27 nandos sushi 0.45
28 photos pictures 0.44
29 tidy clean 0.43
30 gran grandpa 0.43
31 favourites favs 0.43
32 slag slut 0.42
33 massive huge 0.42
34 gona gonna 0.42
35 netball lacrosse 0.42
36 spelt spelled 0.42
37 folk folks 0.42
38 nearly almost 0.41
39 dunno idek 0.41
40 terrific great 0.41
41 lecturer professor 0.41
42 mep senator 0.40
43 revising studying 0.40
44 nans grandmas 0.40
45 lucozade powerade 0.39
46 cosy cozy 0.39
47 portuguese spanish 0.39
48 films movies 0.39
49 criticise criticize 0.39
50 shops shop 0.39

Rank BrEng Variant GenAm Variant Score

51 lecturer teacher 0.39
52 stuart scott 0.39
53 pavement sidewalk 0.38
54 horrendous awful 0.38
55 loosing losing 0.38
56 cosy comfy 0.38
57 revision studying 0.38
58 toilets bathrooms 0.37
59 bbe bby 0.37
60 shittest shittiest 0.37
61 moustache mustache 0.37
62 guna gonna 0.37
63 wid wit 0.37
64 sympathetic insensitive 0.37
65 morn mornin 0.37
66 bbc cnn 0.37
67 shittest worst 0.36
68 ion ionn 0.36
69 defiantly definitely 0.36
70 loads tons 0.36
71 shouted yelled 0.36
72 granddaughter daughter 0.36
73 favourite fave 0.36
74 retard dumbass 0.36
75 iont ionn 0.36
76 spliff bleezy 0.36
77 fkn fucken 0.36
78 arkham batman 0.36
79 paddys pattys 0.36
80 munching eating 0.35
81 hammered drunk 0.35
82 gatwick airport 0.35
83 cocktails margaritas 0.35
84 prem league 0.35
85 infront front 0.35
86 outreach community 0.35
87 wonna wanna 0.35
88 tenerife cancun 0.35
89 wkend wknd 0.35
90 bedroom room 0.35
91 pundits analysts 0.35
92 council community 0.35
93 gota gotta 0.34
94 amsterdam vegas 0.34
95 truely truly 0.34
96 tidying cleaning 0.34
97 flavour flavor 0.34
98 unbeaten undefeated 0.34
99 een eem 0.34
100 flavours flavors 0.34

Table 9: Top 100 generated variant pairs British English vs General American English. Pairs we accepted

are in bold, and those we rejected are in italics.



Rank GenAm Variant AAVE Variant Score

1 the tha 0.85
2 with wit 0.82
3 getting gettin 0.79
4 just jus 0.76
5 and nd 0.74
6 making makin 0.74
7 when wen 0.74
8 looking lookin 0.73
9 something somethin 0.72
10 going goin 0.72
11 being bein 0.72
12 doing doin 0.72
13 taking takin 0.71
14 working workin 0.71
15 something sumn 0.71
16 someone somebody 0.71
17 watching watchin 0.70
18 having havin 0.70
19 looking lookn 0.70
20 just juss 0.70
21 everyone errbody 0.70
22 that tht 0.69
23 thinking thinkin 0.69
24 everyone everybody 0.69
25 bc cus 0.69
26 coming comin 0.69
27 over ova 0.69
28 thats dats 0.69
29 pushing pushin 0.69
30 someone sumbody 0.68
31 know kno 0.68
32 and n 0.68
33 anyone anybody 0.68
34 never neva 0.68
35 your yo 0.68
36 getting gettn 0.68
37 other otha 0.67
38 yourself yaself 0.67
39 even een 0.67
40 school skool 0.67
41 little lil 0.67
42 with widd 0.67
43 from frm 0.66
44 nothing nothin 0.66
45 bc cuz 0.65
46 about abt 0.65
47 morning mornin 0.65
48 seeing seein 0.65
49 wearing wearin 0.65
50 wanting wantin 0.65

Rank GenAm Variant AAVE Variant Score

51 waiting waitin 0.65
52 another anotha 0.64
53 what wat 0.64
54 putting puttin 0.64
55 something sumthin 0.64
56 until til 0.64
57 keeping keepin 0.64
58 throwing throwin 0.64
59 helping helpin 0.64
60 laying layin 0.64
61 knowing knowin 0.63
62 listening listenin 0.63
63 nothing nuthin 0.63
64 thats thas 0.63
65 staying stayin 0.63
66 shopping shoppin 0.63
67 telling tellin 0.63
68 hoping hopin 0.62
69 playing playin 0.62
70 dont dnt 0.62
71 drinking drinkin 0.62
72 eating eatin 0.62
73 tonight tonite 0.62
74 things thangs 0.62
75 thw tha 0.62
76 wouldve woulda 0.62
77 running runnin 0.62
78 this thiss 0.62
79 work wrk 0.62
80 anymore nomore 0.61
81 showing showin 0.61
82 cannot kant 0.61
83 whats wats 0.61
84 asking askin 0.61
85 my ma 0.61
86 better betta 0.61
87 noting nuthin 0.61
88 my mah 0.61
89 driving drivin 0.61
90 sleeping sleepin 0.61
91 cannot caint 0.60
92 back bacc 0.60
93 to ta 0.60
94 but bt 0.60
95 releasing droppin 0.60
96 dropping droppin 0.60
97 giving givin 0.60
98 nothing nun 0.59
99 starting startin 0.59
100 thay dat 0.59

Table 10: Top 100 generated variant pairs for General American English vs African American Vernacular

English. Pairs we accepted are in bold, and those we rejected are in italics.


